A classical identity due to Giambelli in representation theory states that the character in any representation is expressed as a determinant whose components are characters in the hook representation constructed from all the combinations of the arm and leg lengths of the original representation. Previously it was shown that the identity persists in taking, for each character, the matrix integration in the super Chern-Simons matrix model in the grand canonical ensemble. We prove here that this Giambelli compatibility still holds in the deformation of the fractional-brane background.
Introduction
Young diagram has a deep relation with the free fermion system. This can be seen clearly by transforming the Young diagram into a Maya diagram, a line of black and white circles, which is depicted by the following rule. Namely, we trace the boundary of the Young diagram and draw a black circle when going vertically and a white circle when going horizontally. See figure  1 for examples. If we regard the black circle as a state occupied by a fermion and the white circle as an unoccupied state, this matches exactly with the picture of the fermion excitations. Here the trivial diagram corresponds to the vacuum state where there are no excitations from the Dirac sea, while a general diagram corresponds to a general excited state.
One main characteristic of these free fermions is the Giambelli identity, which is reminiscent of the Slater determinant for a system of multiple free fermions. The Giambelli identity states that a character in any representation is expressed as a determinant whose components are characters in the hook representation constructed from all the combinations of the arm lengths and the leg lengths of the original representation. Due to the universal property of the free fermions, we expect that the Giambelli identity is ubiquitous. In fact, the Giambelli identity [1] originally found for the Schur polynomial, the U(N) character, is also valid for the super Schur polynomial, the U(N 1 |N 2 ) character [2] . Sometimes a quantity defined in a much more complicated way shares this property. When the Giambelli identity holds for a quantity, we call the quantity Giambelli compatible [3] . For example, as we shall explain later, the one-point function of the half-BPS Wilson loop in the ABJM theory in the grand canonical ensemble is Giambelli compatible. In this work, we find that the Giambelli compatibility persists in a shift of "background" parametrized by an integer M.
However, the proof of the Giambelli compatibility is in general not easy. In this work, we propose an easier criterion for the Giambelli compatibility shifted by an integral parameter M. We shall see that, as long as a quantity is given in another determinantal expression (which is a simple generalization of the Giambelli compatibility for M = 0 and seems simpler to prove in many cases), the Giambelli compatibility holds for general M.
In the next subsection, we start with some preparations to state our mathematical criterion. Then, in the subsequent subsection, we shall explain that this criterion is easier to prove in the ABJM theory and maybe others. In section 2 we present a proof for our mathematical criterion. Finally we conclude with some discussions in section 3. The corresponding Maya diagrams are depicted by drawing a black circle when going vertically and a white circle when going horizontally in tracing the boundary of the Young diagram. In terms of the Frobenius symbol (counting the arm and leg lengths with the black arrows), the left one is trivial (|) and the right one is (421|310). In terms of the Frobenius symbol shifted by M = 3 (counting the lengths with the white solid arrows), the left one is (|210) and the right one is (1|6432). We often supplement the shifted Frobenius symbol by auxiliary negative arm lengths (−3, −2, −1) (counting with the white dashed arrows), so that there are equal numbers of arm lengths and leg lengths.
Mathematical formulation
To state our result, let us start with some preparations. The Young diagram Y has various expressions,
(1.1)
In the first line, we express it by listing all of positive legs or arms of the Young diagram. When necessary, we regard λ L+1 = λ L+2 = · · · = 0. The second line is called the Frobenius symbol: the first expression is the standard one, counting non-negative horizontal and vertical boxes from the diagonal line, and the next is defined by shifting the diagonal line by M,
We often supplement the shifted Frobenius symbol by auxiliary negative arm lengths 
Note that, by setting M = 0, the assumption implies directly the Giambelli compatibility for 
The proposition further guarantees the Giambelli compatibility for general M. As we shall see in the next subsection, this proposition actually helps in studying the Giambelli compatibility for one-point functions of the half-BPS Wilson loop in the ABJM theory.
Physical background
The ABJM theory is the N = 6 superconformal Chern-Simons theory which has gauge group U(N 1 ) k ×U(N 2 ) −k (with the indices denoting the Chern-Simons levels) and two pairs of the bifundamental matters [4] [5] [6] . The theory describes a system of coincident min(N 1 , N 2 ) M2-branes and |N 2 − N 1 | fractional M2-branes on a geometry C 4 /Z k . After applying the localization theorem [7] , the infinite-dimensional path integral in defining the partition function and one-point functions of the half-BPS Wilson loop on S 3 reduces to a finite-dimensional multiple integration, called the ABJM matrix model,
( 1.9) with the integrations given by Otherwise we consider its complex conjugate. We also define the matrix model in the grand canonical ensemble as [10, 11] 
by introducing fugacity z. Namely, we consider the canonical partition function of N M2-branes and M fractional M2-branes and move to the grand canonical ensemble by transforming N to the dual fugacity z.
In [11] it was shown that the grand canonical matrix model is expressed as
with H p,q and H p,q defined by
Here P , Q and E j are matrices or vectors with the continuous indices µ and ν, whose explicit forms are given by
(1.14)
In the matrix multiplication •, we contract the continuous indices by the integrations Dµ or Dν (1.10). The non-negative integers a are the auxiliary arm lengths (1.4). The normalization factor 1 0 is given as 15) with the Fredholm determinant defined by expanding the determinant into traces.
The proof of (1.12) is not difficult. As reviewed in [12] , for the partition function, the basic idea is to use a combination of the Vandermonde determinant and the Cauchy determinant 16) to express the integration measure as two determinants of the matrix elements
Then, the remaining task is to multiply these matrix elements subsequently by contracting the continuous indices µ a , ν c by Dµ a , Dν c in (1.10). As can be easily imagined, the result consists of traces and bilinear terms, which turn out to be summarized as 1 0 (1.15) and H p,q , H p,q (1.13) respectively. This was done in [11] by preparing a simple integration formula. Also, for the one-point functions, we use a determinantal formula [13] to express the character s Y (e µ , e ν )
as a ratio of two determinants whose denominator is identical to one of the determinants in (1.17). Then, after the cancellation, we simply replace the denominator determinant in (1.17) by the numerator determinant, indicating that we can repeat the same contraction as in the partition function.
As a corollary of (1.12), by setting M = 0 as in (1.8), we find [14] s (a 1 ,a 2 ,··· ,ar|l 1 ,l 2 ··· ,lr) Hence, in (1.18) we have seen that we can apply the normalized matrix integration to each character in the Giambelli identity (1.5). In order words, the grand canonical one-point functions (1.11) are Giambelli compatible [3] . Our main result in this work is a generalization.
Theorem.
Namely, the Giambelli compatibility is robust under the deformation of the fractional-brane background parametrized by M. See figure 2 for a schematic expression.
It is not difficult to see that, with the expression (1.12) at hand, this theorem follows directly from our proposition (1.7) if we set the unknown functions σ in (1.6) to be those appearing in (1.12)
Also, we note that the criterion (1.12) is much easier to prove than the original Giambelli compatibility because this formula comes simply from a combinatorics in the contractions, as we review in (1.17).
In addition, our proposition seems applicable to more general situations. In fact, as long as a determinantal expression corresponding to (1.12) is valid, we can apply our proposition directly to other Chern-Simons matrix models such as the orthosymplectic matrix model [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , coming from the N = 5 orthosymplectic theory [5, 6] , various N = 4 models [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , coming from the N = 4 Chern-Simons theories [26] , or even more general A [10] or D [27, 28] matrix models, coming from such quiver Chern-Simons theories.
Proof
We prove the proposition in this section. Under the assumption in the proposition, we shall prove
We start with our proof in a comparatively simple situation and then turn to the general case.
Hereafter, for simplicity, we abbreviate the determinant symbol det(· · · ) by | · · · |. 
. We shall split the set of leg lengths into the non-overlapping subset and the overlapping subset
with m q > m q+1 . Then, it turns out that
This is true because of the following reason. When m q with 0
, there are no horizontal segments in the boundary of the Young diagram, which are distant from the shifted diagonal line by m q . For the boundary of the Young diagram to be connected, we need vertical segments which are distant by m q . This means that {m q } 1≤q≤r is the set of distances of the vertical segments from the shifted diagonal line, since both have r elements. In other words, {M − 1 − m q } 1≤q≤r is the set of distances of the vertical segments from the original diagonal line, which are nothing but the arm lengths. Intuitively, when a leg length in (M − 1, M − 2, · · · , 0) is missing in (l 
where we denote (
) and the check inž means the removal of the corresponding column. The reason for the appearance of the arm length a q is the same as (2.3) . Then, the identity we want to prove (2.1) becomes
We shall prove (2.5) by the following lemma, which is proved in the next subsection.
Lemma. The determinant formula holds where x and y are column vectors and A is a collection of vectors.
If we apply the lemma (2.6) with
we almost reproduce (2.5) correctly (except for the difference in the order of various vectors z), since on the right-hand side we remove the vector with index on the left-hand side of (2.5), while (−1) r q=1 q ′ =q s q ′ on the right-hand side. Apparently, these two factors cancel each other and we obtain (2.1) for the case r ′ = 0 finally.
A determinant formula
We shall prove the determinant formula (2.6) in this subsection. We can prove it by induction with respect to the number of x and y. (The size of the columns x, y or A can be arbitrary.)
For r = 2, the identity follows from the Laplace expansion
which is vanishing trivially.
Assuming this is true for r = n, for r = n + 1 we first Laplace-expand the right-hand side along the first row and apply the assumption of the induction by regarding y n+1 A as a new collection of vectors,
In the third equality we introduce a vanishing determinant of double size whose Laplace expansion gives only one additional term compared with our original expression. The determinant of double size is vanishing because of the following reason. After changing the columns it takes the form
where a is the number of the vectors in A, X i is the i-th row of the matrix X, while Yˇi is the matrix obtained from Y after removing the i-th row. The right-hand side is vanishing because the first determinant contains two identical rows. This completes our induction.
r
In this case apparently the determinants coming from S M (a 1 ,a 2 ,··· ,ar|l 1 ,l 2 ··· ,lr) and S
M
• have different sizes and we cannot apply the determinant formula (2.6) directly. For this reason, we shall increase the sizes of the matrices in the determinants artificially so that we can apply (2.6) and then remove the extra components afterwards. Namely, we shall fix the matrix size M + r ′ defined from S M (a 1 ,a 2 ,··· ,ar|l 1 ,l 2 ··· ,lr) and fill the empty columns in other determinants with minus leg lengths so that the whole matrix size does not change. More concretely, we shall fix the set of shifted arm lengths to be that for the original Young diagram (a 1 , · · · , a r |l 1 , · · · , l r ), 12) and increase the number of the leg lengths for S M
• formally into 13) with the minus leg lengths. Again, since l
, the set of leg lengths has M + r ′ − r overlaps with (2.13). Hence, as previously, we can separate two sets as
Then we find that 15) for the same reason as (2.3), {M − 1 − m q } 1≤q≤r−r ′ = {a q } r ′ +1≤q≤r . Using (2.6) for the leg lengths with the overlapping ones separated (2.14) and moving to the correct decreasing order as in the case of r ′ = 0, we arrive at an identity
Here for the lower block we remove the vector with the leg length
. Though in the permutations we need to consider extra sign factors (−1)
M +r ′ −r assigned to each negative leg length, the cancellation between both sides happens in the same way.
Since this is a general identity valid for any component, we are free to reduce the matrix size by setting 18) for negative leg lengths 1 ≤ p ≤ r ′ , while keeping 
An example
In this subsection we shall present an example of our proof. We shall consider the previous Young diagram (421|310) in the Frobenius symbol. See figure 3.
For the case of M = 6 which is large enough so that r ′ = 0, we start with an identity proved in subsection 2.2,
where we have abbreviated z i simply as i and denoted negative integers by bars. This relation is reshuffled into without introducing any signs.
Next, we consider the case of M = 3. In this case, the arm lengths are (−3, −2, −1, 1), though for the leg lengths, since r ′ = 1, we need to introduce one negative leg length as in
• . Then, after the reshuffling explained previously, we have
Finally we follow the previous rule of reduction to obtain 
Discussion
In this paper, we have proved the Giambelli compatibility for general M in the ABJM matrix model. The physical origin of this matrix model is one-point functions of the half-BPS Wilson loops on S 3 in the N = 6 supersymmetric Chern-Simons theory [4] [5] [6] which has gauge group U(N) k ×U(N + M) −k and two pairs of bifundamental matters with the subscripts (k, −k) denoting the Chern-Simons levels. This theory describes the worldvolume of N M2-branes and M fractional M2-branes on C 4 /Z k . After applying the localization theorem [7] , the infinite dimensional path integral reduces to the finite dimensional matrix integral. Hence, our main claim in this paper is that the Giambelli compatibility holds independent of the background parametrized by the number of the fractional M2-branes M. In short, the Giambelli compatibility is background independent. See also [11, 29] .
Our proof is general in the sense that we only rely on the determinantal expression proved in [11] . Hence, as long as a corresponding determinantal expression is valid, our proposition is applicable to many other Chern-Simons matrix models, such as the orthosymplectic matrix model [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and so on. Probably, this means that the Giambelli identity reflects only the symmetry of the system and is very robust independent of the fractional-brane backgrounds labeled by M, the gauge groups or the quivers, without referring to the exact large N expansions [10, 14, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] .
Our starting point (1.12) views the Wilson loop on a fractional brane background M from a trivial background [29] , while the Giambelli compatibility (1.19) views the same Wilson loop directly from the fractional-brane background M. It is possible to prove a similar identity by viewing the same Wilson loop from other fractional-brane backgrounds. We would like to pursue these directions more extensively.
Note added
After we have finished the proof and prepare the manuscript, we are informed by Kazumi Okuyama of their paper [35] where the Giambelli identity was checked numerically for several cases.
